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low conservative advertising methods are preferred by
the public.
The circulation of every paper fluctuates widely. A
good "scoop," a special article, a feature story by a
popular writer, a serial publication of a good novel—
especially by a good native writer—may prove a great
success. The circulation changes with political activities.
Violent personal attacks and polemics which, ten years
ago, helped circulation, now, normally speaking, have a
strong detrimental effect. The people, so heavily tried
after many national misfortunes, take more interest in
issues than in personalities.
As a result of competition in late years, the papers
have greatly changed their make-up.   The expression of
opinion is now confined to editorial columns.   Commen-
taries in the news columns have almost died out.   Even
the most unpleasant and adverse news is published, re-
ceiving position and display according to its value.   Uni-
form headlines and display type have become the rule.
In addition, almost every daily publishes regularly pic-
tures, maps, sketches or cartoons on its first page.   News
of accidents, crimes and scandals, which were dealt with
formerly in a few lines without headline, are appearing
even on the first page with proportionate display.   For-
eign press dispatches dealing with Turkish affairs, in-
ternal politics, and news on national organizations of an
economical and social character receive a great deal of
attention.   Since newsprint paper must be imported from
abroad, and as the exchange rate with countries furnish-
ing the supply is very unfavorable, the papers are reduced
in size.   Nevertheless, they are expected to publish fea-
ture stories and a serial.   Foreign news is obtained from
the bulletins of the telegraphic agencies, and from for-
eign papers.  At present there are no professional corre-
spondents in foreign news centers.   Occasional work is
accorded by students and other Turkish residents in for-

